Dear Business Partner,
The Eastern Great Lakes Association of Continuity Professionals (EGLACP) is pleased to host their 9th annual
conference on Tuesday, September 11th 2018. The EGLACP provides a collaborative forum for awareness and
resource sharing on relevant topics including Cyber/Information Security, Business Continuity, Disaster
Recovery, Auditing, Crisis/Emergency Management, Third-Party Management, Risk and Project Management.
All professionals interested or engaged in these disciplines are welcome.
Who We Are
The Eastern Great Lakes chapter of ACP is a diverse group of dedicated professionals aligned to reinforce and
enhance the continuity of business and crisis management initiatives of its individual members and the
organizations they represent.
EGLACP membership includes subject matter experts and practitioners from organizations within the
Financial, Education, Insurance, Medical and Public Utility sectors to name a few. Since 2003, the chapter has
enjoyed membership representation from companies ranging in size and scope, including international
interests. Membership encompasses Central and Western New York with membership gatherings alternatively
taking place in Buffalo and Rochester every other month.
Conference Sponsorship
The annual conference provides an opportunity to interact with a group of professionals from multiple
industries and public entities. It offers access to decision makers that business partners might not otherwise
enjoy. Conference sponsorship is currently the only avenue this chapter has provisioned for business partner
relationships. As such, we will go above and beyond to help maximize your investment starting with creating
sponsorship options that accommodate varying levels of support. Please see the BP Option Chart included
with this Business Partner Sponsor package.
Conference Information
The conference will take place in Batavia, NY enabling ease of access and travel for attendees from both
Buffalo and Rochester. In addition to the EGLACP membership, members of InfraGard, ISSA, and ISACA are
invited to attend this conference. This will expand the opportunity to champion your products and services
and broaden the conversations.
For more information, please contact EGLACP Vice President, Ken Rowekamp at 716.639.6601 or
krowekamp@mtb.com.
Kind Regards,
Jay Williams
EGLACP-President
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